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The history of fragrance dates back to the discovery of fi re. 
Our ancestors kept a fi re lit all day and throughout the 
night. Occasionally an aroma would be created when a 
piece of scented wood was thrown into the  fl ames. Because 
of the scent and the pleasing sight of the smoke and the 
fl ame, it is no wonder that people felt the mystery and 
power of these aromas and sent up their wishes and 
prayers with them.

Even now, scented wood is burned in places of prayer 
around the world. Moreover, fragrance is a presence where 
people seek to be stimulated as well as where a sense of 
calm is appreciated. Today, fragrance is an element of 
modern spiritual culture, of a well-rounded life.

In ancient India, aromas were used in a system of 
medicine called Ayurveda. Four thousand years later, as 
they migrated to the West, those aromas were interpreted 
as fragrance oils, while they transformed into incense on 
the way to the East. West met East in Japan. They fused, 
resulting in new creations that continue to evolve.

The world has found a common language in fragrance. 
This language is the base of the fragrance culture of Japan: 
where “Prayer” and “Healing” co-exist. It is here that we 
can listen to melodies of fragrance, which are played by a 
trio of traditional culture, refi ned sensibility, and state-of-
the-art modern technology.
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A Japanese Tradition – Incense of Japan
The culture of Japanese incense has been evolving for more than one thousand years. 
Nippon Kodo is in the center of the great stream of time and tradition.
The history of Japanese incense began in the sixth century, when Buddhism was introduced to Japan.  
In the beginning, incense was used in Buddhism rituals. Scented wood, aromatic spices, and herbal 
medicines were burned and offered to Buddha while prayers were made and wishes were asked. This 
fragrant ritual spread nationwide, and at the same time, burning incense increased its popularity among 
the nobles for enjoyment. During the Muromachi era, a game of name that incense turned into an art 
called “Koh-Do / The way to appreciate incense”. In the Edo era, methods of manufacturing incense 
advanced, making incense sticks affordable to ordinary people. Incense has come down a long way and is 
now seen everywhere in Japan. Nippon Kodo has successfully embodied the craftsmanship of notable 
incense masters, such as Takai Juemon (aka Kohju) who was working for the imperial court during the 
16th century, as well as the methods of Yujiroh Kitoh, who combined Japanese incense sticks and Western 
fragrance oils in the 19th century. Nowadays, modern factories of Nippon Kodo are not only in Japan,  
but worldwide. Each factory’s incense stick, cone, and coil is based on more than 440 years of tradition of 
craftsmanship. 
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In creating this incense we sought the ultimate in fragrance made with abundant use of agarwood from Vietnam, 
including the most valuable form of it, kyara. Nippon Kodo's superior incense represents a heritage passed down to this 
day from the late-16th century Tensho period incense merchant, Koju, that supplied the imperial court with incense. 
A collector's collection with a limited annual production run, and using the rarest of materials. Enchanting, noble, 
profound, and subtle – a timeless aroma with endless breadth and evocative depth. Savor the lasting, bewitching delight 
of fragrant kyara wood.

KYARA FUGAKU 
Superior Aloeswood  Long Stick – 60 sticks
Fugaku: Wonder of Mount Fuji, selected with an extreme rigor.  
In a lacquer box. Its aroma provides infinite depth and pleasure. 
Each stick has been handmade and tried as a jewel. Enjoy the 
inexhaustible warmth of this Kyara incense, to be tasted slowly.

● Key note: Superior Aloeswood ● W94 x H296 x D53 mm 
● Burning time: ≈ 55 min.

#54151 EAN: 4902125541511

KYARA KAYOU 
Superior Aloeswood  Long Stick – 60 sticks
Kyara Kayou is manufactured using aromatic aloeswood and 
precious incense raw materials. Both have an effect on dense, it 
play a symphony of rich fragrance.

● Key note: Superior Aloeswood ● W94 x H296 x D53 mm 
● Burning time: ≈ 50 min.

#54141 EAN: 4902125541412

Superior Incense
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Incense has been part of everyday life even long before today’s high-stress society. 
Incense has helped people compose themselves and brings them calm.

KYARA ASUKA 
Superior Aloeswood   
Long Stick – 60 sticks
Kyara Asuka is manufactured using aromatic 
aloeswood with a bright incense tone. You will 
be able to get an atmosphere of fine depth and 
a calm mind.

● Key note: Superior Aloeswood 
● Burning time: ≈ 50 min. 
● W77 x H283 x D62 mm

#54131 EAN: 4902125541313

KYARA MOMOYAMA 
Aloeswood   
Long Stick – 60 sticks
● Key note: Aloeswood 
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min. 
● W72 x H283 x D41 mm

#54111 EAN: 4902125541115

KYARA MOMOYAMA 
Aloeswood   
110 sticks
● 110 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W156 × H58 × D36 mm

#548 EAN: 4902125548008

KYARA MOMOYAMA 
Aloeswood   
36 sticks
● 36 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W108 × H75 × D20 mm

#549 EAN: 4902125549005

KYARA HEIAN  
Superior Aloeswood   
Long Stick – 60 sticks
Kyara Heian is manufactured using the aromatic 
of old incense wood from Vietnam characterized 
by a cool scent. It is a fragrance that makes you 
feel refined elegance and purity.

● Key note: Superior Aloeswood 
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min. 
● W72 x H283 x D41 mm

#54121 EAN: 4902125541214

Kyara Momoyama – Aloeswood
Kyara Momoyama is made from a rare Vietnamese wood that has a sweetness and 
allows you to experience the deep rich fragrance of the Momoyama culture.
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KYARA TAIKAN 
Aloeswood  45 sticks
● 45 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W75 x H108 x D18 mm

#554 EAN: 4902125554009

KYARA TAIKAN 
Aloeswood  20 sticks
● 20 sticks w/a mini metal holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W25 x H78 x D25 mm

#57016 EAN: 4902125570160

KYARA TAIKAN 
Aloeswood  140 sticks
● 140 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W58 x H156 x D32 mm

#539 EAN: 4902125539006

KYARA TAIKAN 
Aloeswood  Long stick – 80 sticks
● Long stick – 80 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min. 
● W31 x H235 x D29 mm

#538 EAN: 4902125538009

Kyara Taikan – Aloeswood
Kyara is regarded as the highest quality of Aloeswood. As the incense is lit, a 
refined, subtle, and profound fragrance rises. Enjoy a fulfilled moment and relax 
in the deep fragrance of Kyara.

Japanese incense comes with a long cultural history of fragrance.  
Nippon Kodo screens a wide variety of raw materials and selects valuable 
scented woods, aromatic spices, and herbal medicines.

Exceptional
Quality
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KYARA KONGO  
Aloeswood  60 sticks
● 60 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W75 x H108 x D18 mm

#553 EAN: 4902125553002

KYARA KONGO  
Aloeswood  24 sticks
● 24 sticks w/a mini metal holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W25 x H78 x D25 mm

#57015 EAN: 4902125570153

KYARA KONGO  
Aloeswood  150 sticks
● 150 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W58 x H156 x D32 mm

#533 EAN: 4902125533004

KYARA KONGO   
Aloeswood  Long stick – 100 sticks
● Long stick – 100 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min. 
● W31 x H235 x D29 mm

#532 EAN: 4902125532007

Kyara Kongo – Aloeswood
The most valued scented wood, Kyara (Highest Quality Aloeswood), is used 
for Kyara Kongo. Enjoy the scent that noblemen of the ancient Japanese 
imperial court enjoyed during incense ceremonies. Kyara is also used as a main 
ingredient in Kyara Taikan.
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JINKOH JUZAN  
Aloeswood  60 sticks
● 60 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W75 x H108 x D18 mm

#552 EAN: 4902125552005

JINKOH JUZAN  
Aloeswood  24 sticks
● 24 sticks w/a mini metal holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W25 x H78 x D25 mm

#57014 EAN: 4902125570146

JINKOH JUZAN  
Aloeswood  150 sticks
● 150 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W58 x H156 x D32 mm

#531 EAN: 4902125531000

JINKOH JUZAN  
Aloeswood  Long stick – 100 sticks
● Long stick – 100 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min. 
● W31 x H235 x D29 mm

#530 EAN: 4902125530003

Jinkoh Juzan – Aloeswood
A valued scented wood, Jinkoh “Aloeswood”, is used to make Jinkoh Juzan 
(Aloeswood Fortune Mountain).Jinkoh is noted as “grace in nature, willowy in 
character, a pinch of bitterness in mild taste” by old textbooks of Koh-Do (The 
way of incense appreciation). In Jinkoh Juzan, Aloeswood, Sandalwood, and 
herbal medicines are used bountifully, which creates an elegant and tasteful 
fragrance.

Japanese incense comes with a long cultural history of fragrance. 
Nippon Kodo screens a wide variety of raw materials and selects valuable 
scented woods, aromatic spices, and herbal medicines.

Scented wood, such 
as Aloeswood and 
Sandalwood, are a 
creation of mother 

nature. They charm 
people’s minds 

and spirits with its 
fragrance. Please enjoy 
the fragrances which 

will refresh your mind 
and warm your heart.

Exceptional
Quality
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MAINICHI BYAKUDAN  
Sandalwood  60 sticks
● 60 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W75 x H108 x D18 mm

#551 EAN: 4902125551008

MAINICHI BYAKUDAN  
Sandalwood  24 sticks
● 24 sticks w/a mini metal holder 
● Burning time: ≈ 13 min. 
● W25 x H80 x D25 mm

#57011 EAN: 4902125570115

MAINICHI BYAKUDAN  
Sandalwood  150 sticks
● 150 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W58 x H156 x D32 mm

#528 EAN: 4902125528000

MAINICHI BYAKUDAN  
Sandalwood  Long stick – 100 sticks
● Long stick – 100 sticks 
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min. 
● W31 x H235 x D29 mm

#527 EAN: 4902125527003

Mainichi Byakudan – Sandalwood
One of the main types of scented wood is Sandalwood, which is known for 
its sweet and rich scents. It is believed to bring calmness into people’s minds. 
Mainichi Byakudan (Everyday Sandalwood) is made of mostly high quality 
Indian Sandalwood, plus herbal medicines, which delivers a full-bodied 
fragrance.
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In 1911 a master of incense-making, Yujiro Kito, origited Japanese first 
perfumed incese, “Hana-no-Hana” – a fusion of Western Perfumery and 
Eastern incense-making. 

Hana-no-Hana

Renewal Debut 
 “Hana-no-Hana” 
Perfumed Incense

Emergence of the 
modern day 

floral incense.

The packages are newly 
designed using the Art 

Nouveau style that 
focuses on outlines of 

flowers with essence of 
Japanese art. 

The refreshed design 
which gives historical 

and authentic 
impression. 

We hope that you  
enjoy the renewed 
Hana-no-Hana.

Hana-no-Hana  
Assortment   
30 sticks (Rose, Lily, & Violet)
● 30 sticks w/a ceramic incense stand  
   (10 sticks of each fragrance) 
● Key Note: Rose, Lily, & Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 10 min. 
● W72 x H95 x D19 mm

#30001 EAN: 4902125300019

Hana-no-Hana  
Assortment   
12 coils (Rose, Lily, & Violet)
● 12 coils w/a ceramic incense stand  
   (4 coils of each fragrance) 
● Key Note: Rose, Lily, & Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 120 min. 
● W75 x H65 x D65 mm

#30003 EAN: 4902125300033

Premium Hana-no-Hana  
Assortment   
12 coils (Rose, Lily, & Violet)
● 12 coils w/a ceramic incense stand  
   (4 coils of each fragrance) 
● Key Note: Rose, Lily, & Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 120 min. 
● W75 x H65 x D65 mm

#30004 EAN: 4902125300040

Premium Hana-no-Hana  
Assortment   
30 sticks (Rose, Lily, & Violet)
● 30 sticks w/a ceramic incense stand  
   (10 sticks of each fragrance) 
● Key Note: Rose, Lily, & Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 10 min. 
● W72 x H95 x D19 mm

#30002 EAN: 4902125300026

Descriptions of the three fragrances:
Rose (yellow), Lily (green), and Violet (violet)
Rose
Gorgeous Rose: a sweet, floral-woody scent (TOP: Spice, MIDDLE: Rose & Vanilla, BASE: Sandalwood & 
Musk). Based on exquisite roses, Rose is a scent with an accent of spiciness along with tender sweetness 
of vanilla. Rose is a brilliant, sweet, floral-woody scent that is made of high-quality Indian Sandalwood 
added with mellow musk-style aroma.

Lily
Fresh Lily: A green-floral-woody scent (TOP: Leafy Green, MIDDLE: White Lily, BASE: Sandalwood 
& Musk). With a focus on fresh White Lilies, Lily is a scent that is “green floral” – bittersweet like leafy 
green. Lily is a dignified, green-floral-woody scent that is made of high-quality Indian Sandalwood added 
with mellow musk-style aroma.

Violet
Lovely Violet: A powdery, floral-woody scent (TOP: Violet, MIDDLE: Floral, BASE: Sandalwood & 
Musk). Gathered up like a delicate bouquet of lovely violet, Violet is a scent that feels moist and powdery. 
Violet is a calm, powdery floral-woody scent that is made of quality Indian Sandalwood added 
with mellow musk-style aroma.

30 Sticks

12 Coils
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Hana-no-Hana   
40 sticks (Rose)
● ≈ 40 sticks  ● Key Note: Rose   
● Burning time: ≈ 20 min.   ● W45 x H160 x D23 mm

#30005 EAN: 4902125300057

Premium Hana-no-Hana   
150 sticks (Rose)
● ≈ 150 sticks  ● Key Note: Rose   
● Burning time: ≈ 10 min. ● W40 x H75 x D40 mm

#30008 EAN: 4902125300088

Premium Hana-no-Hana   
20 coils (Rose)
● ≈ 20 coils  ● Key Note: Rose   
● Burning time: ≈ 120 min. ● W65 x H65 x D75 mm

#30011 EAN: 4902125300088

Premium Hana-no-Hana   
20 coils (Violet)
● ≈ 20 coils  ● Key Note: Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 120 min. ● W65 x H65 x D75 mm

#30013 EAN: 4902125300132

Premium Hana-no-Hana   
20 coils (Lily)
● ≈ 20 coils  ● Key Note: Lily   
● Burning time: ≈ 120 min. ● W65 x H65 x D75 mm

#30012 EAN: 4902125300125

Premium Hana-no-Hana   
150 sticks (Violet)
● ≈ 150 sticks  ● Key Note: Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 10 min. ● W40 x H75 x D40 mm

#30010 EAN: 4902125300101

Premium Hana-no-Hana   
150 sticks (Lily)
● ≈ 150 sticks  ● Key Note: Lily   
● Burning time: ≈ 10 min. ● W40 x H75 x D40 mm

#30009 EAN: 4902125300095

Hana-no-Hana   
40 sticks (Violet)
● ≈ 40 sticks  ● Key Note: Violet   
● Burning time: ≈ 20 min.   ● W45 x H160 x D23 mm

#30007 EAN: 4902125300071

Hana-no-Hana   
40 sticks (Lily)
● ≈ 40 sticks  ● Key Note: Lily   
● Burning time: ≈ 20 min.   ● W45 x H160 x D23 mm

#30006 EAN: 4902125300064

The Premium Hana-no-Hana versions are made to give off deeper and longer lasting fragrances.

For more than a hundred years after its birth, Nippon Kodo has continued to make this beloved floral incense. 
Many people continue to adore the deep and brilliant floral fragrance of Hana-no-Hana to this day.

40 Sticks

150 Sticks

20 Coils
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Fragrance & Incense
Adding zest or tranquility, to Living.

Fragrance moves the soul. Some fragrances add zest, 
and some spread calmness. Today, many people use 

incense for relaxation and healing, to soothe the 
spirit and to make the time and space in which they 

live fulfi lling. Going back more than a thousand 
years the Japanese have fostered a unique sensibility, 
wisdom, and culture. As an inheritor of this history 

and culture, Nippon Kodo has transformed the 
world of incense by adding the latest technologies to 

traditional techniques.
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Th e rich translation of incense craft  and the art of the perfumer weave 
the fragrance of old Edo.

Th e culture of Edo 
(the old name of 

Tokyo) was a playful 
and stylish one, born 
out of a marriage of 
the elegant and the 
common, the coarse 

and the refi ned. People 
enjoyed the four 

seasons, treasured their 
friends and neighbors, 

and lived lives 
brimming with vitality. 
Th is series was created 

by master incense 
artisans in Tokyo to 
express the fragrant 

atmosphere of old Edo. 
A single thin column of 
smoke beckons you to 
the stylish, modernist 

world that Edo 
represents. We invite 

you to bask in the 
fragrant world of Edo.

OEDO-KOH
Aloeswood
Savor the deep, rich fragrance 
of aloeswood, prized by the 
people of old Edo as the most 
luxurious of fragrances.

● Key Note: Aloeswood

#38201 EAN: 4902125382015

OEDO-KOH
Chrysanthemum
Chrysanthemums were loved 
by the people of Edo not only 
for their beauty, but also as 
a symbol of longevity. The 
fragrance is smooth, refreshing, 
and invigorating.

● Key Note: Chrysanthemum

#38204 EAN: 4902125382046

OEDO-KOH
Cherry Blossoms
Savor the joy of Spring time, 
when young and old alike feel 
the allure of the outdoors, 
with the sweet, gentle scent of 
cherry blossoms.

● Key Note: Cherry Blossom

#38203 EAN: 4902125382039

OEDO-KOH
Water Drop
The bustle of the bath house, 
where neighbors laugh and 
splash together. A warm and 
friendly fragrance for after bath 
time.

● Key Note: Water Drop

#38206 EAN: 4902125382060

OEDO-KOH
Peony Tree
Love potion of the geisha 
quarter, enchantment of the 
floating world. The sweet scent 
of peony has untold charms.

● Key Note: Peony

#38202 EAN: 4902125382022

OEDO-KOH
Pine Tree
The brisk and refreshing aroma 
evokes reveries of old Edo, 
where pines lined the streets 
frequented by travelers, keeping 
watch and protecting them.

● Key Note: Pine Tree

#38205 EAN: 4902125382053

● ≈ 60 sticks w/a tin incense stand ● W67 x H102 x D20 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 12 min.60 Sticks
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Th e Kayuragi series includes the popular Aloeswood and Sandalwood 
fragrances as well as  a rich collection of Japanese fl oral and fruity fragrances. 
When the incense is lit, its’ smoke and aroma waft s throughout the space and 
brings a feeling of relief and relaxation.

Welcome to the 
world of Kayuragi, 

where fragrance “Ka” 
meets with slowly 

waft ing scented smoke 
“Yuragi”. Inspired 
by kimono fabric, 

the package texture 
is smooth, and the 

coloring is dramatic. 
Relax your body and 
mind with Kayuragi, 
and create a moment 

of contentment.

Aloeswood
Traditional woody note of aloeswood.

#38401 EAN: 4902125384019

Japanese Cypress
The refreshing and relaxing fragrance of 
Cypress.

#38459 EAN: 4902125384590

Green Tea
Smooth and clean note of green tea.

#38453 EAN: 4902125384569

Ginger
The clear, crisp,and refreshing aroma of 
ginger.

#38460 EAN: 4902125384606

Jasmine
The fresh splendor of jasmine.

#38408 EAN: 4902125384088

Cherry Blossom
The soft fragrance of a Cherry Blossom in 
full bloom.

#38458 EAN: 4902125384583

40 Sticks
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It is not only from the pleasant fragrance, but also from the sight of the wafting smoke. Scientists are trying to 
explain why wafting smoke, flame from a fireplace, and the sound of ocean waves make people feel at ease. Luckily, 
all we need to do is see and smell the incense and we will find ourselves in comfort.

Osmanthus
Mild fruity floral note of osmanthus.

#38404 EAN: 4902125384040

White peach
Clear and sweet note of a fresh peach.

#38451 EAN: 4902125384514

Narcissus
Green floral note of clear and velvety 
narcissus.

#38407 EAN: 4902125384071

Mikan Orange
The scent of delicious, sun-ripened Mikan 
Orange.

#38457 EAN: 4902125384576

Wisteria
Powdery floral note of wisteria.

#38402 EAN: 4902125384026

Pomegranate
Fresh and sour note of pomegranate.

#38406 EAN: 4902125384064

Plum
A rich aroma of red plums and the 
resplendence of early spring flowers in 
full bloom.

#38480 EAN: 4902125384804

Sandalwood
Mild woody note of sandalwood.

#38405 EAN: 4902125384057

Rose
Elegant and fascinating fragrance of 
roses.

#38452 EAN: 4902125384521

● 40 sticks w/ a mini ceramic holder ● W30 x H160 x D25 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
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Aloeswood
Traditional woody note of aloeswood.

#38411 EAN: 4902125384118

Sandalwood
Mild woody note of sandalwood.

#38415 EAN: 4902125384156

Rose
Elegant and fascinating fragrance of 
roses.

#38455 EAN: 4902125384552

Osmanthus
Mild fruity floral note of osmanthus.

#38414 EAN: 4902125384149

White peach
Clear and sweet note of a fresh peach.

#38454 EAN: 4902125384545

Pomegranate
Fresh and sour note of pomegranate.

#38416 EAN: 4902125384163

Wisteria
Powdery floral note of wisteria.

#38412 EAN: 4902125384019

Jasmine
The fresh splendor of jasmine.

#38418 EAN: 4902125384187

Green Tea
Smooth and clean note of green tea.

#37456 EAN: 4902125484569

12 Cones ● 12 cones w/a mini metal holder ● W60 x H55 x D60 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 9 min.
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Kohden, “To convey fragrance”, refl ects a succeeded heritage of Japanese 
incense. Th is incense has a soft  and gentle fragrance. Our artisans specially 
select the materials from various Asian countries. Our incense comes with 
a long history of Japanese culture and it will lead you to an elegant world and 
an eternal moment.

Japan succeeded a 
foreign-born incense, 

and nurtured it to have 
the beauty and style it 

now has.

Over the centuries, 
incense and arabesque 

patterns came to 
Japan through the Silk 

Road from faraway 
distances. Kohden is 
packaged in herbal 

motif arabesque boxes 
to show respect for the 

ancient people who 
carried the incense to 

Japan.

Sweet aloeswood
A lusciously sweet aloeswood 
perfume sourced from 
quality Shamu Aloeswood of 
Indochina.

#38651 EAN: 4902125386518

Musk note
Our originally developed, rich 
and alluring perfume with a 
musk note. (Natural musk is 
not used.)

#38654 EAN: 4902125386549

Sandalwood
A relaxing breezy perfume with 
a sandalwood note.

#38653 EAN: 4902125386532

Staranise
A sweet delicate perfume with 
a staranise note.

#38656 EAN: 4902125386563

Spicy aloeswood
A sophisticated and 
refreshingly spicy aloeswood 
perfume sourced from quality 
Indonesian Tani Aloeswood.

#38652 EAN: 4902125386525

Japanese mint
A crisp and bracing perfume 
with a mint note.

#38655 EAN: 4902125386556

40 Sticks ● 40 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W36 x H 196 x D25 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.
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Yume-no-Yume

Yume-no-Yume (“Th e Dream of Dreams”), is a contemporary Japanese 
incense combined with traditional Japanese design. Th e package design 
refl ects the four seasons in Japanese art style and depicts dreamy, peaceful 
images. Th is soothing incense is created especially to evoke pleasant dreams 
and to remind us of long forgotten memories.

“Th e Dream of 
Dreams”

It has a subtle, yet 
full bodied Japanese 
fragrance. In Japan, 

the fl ow of one season 
to the next is very 

subtle, which is why 
the premonitions of 
the coming season 
is a very important 

theme in literature and 
paintings. 

In “Th e Dream of 
Dreams” line, these 

premonitions appear 
in the forms of fl owers, 

plants, and animals. 
Th e images, like the 
seasons, are at times 
clear and at others 

fading out.

Pink Plum Flower
Fragrance: White Floral
Key note: White plum, Red 
plum and Willow leaf bud. The 
scent of plum blossoms in full 
bloom.

#38533 EAN: 4902125385337

Bamboo Leaf
Fragrance: Sweet Green Tea
Key note: Green tea, Yuzu 
citrus and Lemon flower. The 
fine fresh scent of a forest glen.

#38538 EAN: 4902125385382

Fiddlehead Fern
Fragrance: Fresh Fruity
Key note: Blackcurrant, 
Raspberry and Leaf bud of 
peach. The fresh, fruity, and 
elegantly sweet scent of a 
lazy spring day filled with a 
heartwarming sunshine.

#38561 EAN: 4902125385610

Butterfl y
Fragrance: Floral Oriental
Key note: Geranium, Cinnamon 
and Vanilla. The full-bodied 
fascinating scent of a 
midsummer night.

#38537 EAN: 4902125385375

Whooping Crane
Fragrance: White Floral Musk
Key note: Camellia, Frankincense 
and Musk. The cool and velvety-
smooth scent of silvery shining 
snow land.

#38541 EAN: 4902125385412

Goldfi sh
Fragrance: Fruity Floral Marine
Key note: Mint, Watermelon 
and Jasmine. The clean cool 
scent of a mountain stream.

#38536 EAN: 4902125385368

Maple Leaf
Fragrance: Oriental Amber
Key note: Persimmon, Tonka 
bean and Ambergris. The deep 
and calm scent of splendid 
autumn-tinted maple leaves.

#38539 EAN: 4902125385399

Japanese Morning Glory
Fragrance: Woody Green
Key note: Green Banana, Bergamot and 
Vetiver. The calm and refined woody green 
scent of summer dews in an early morning 
garden.

#38562 EAN: 4902125385627

12 Sticks ● 12 sticks w/ a mini metal holder ● W100 x H130 x D13 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 20 min.
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Pink Plum Flower
#38542 EAN: 4902125385429

Pink Plum Flower
#38551 EAN: 4902125385511

Maple Leaf
#38548 EAN: 4902125385481

Maple Leaf
#38557 EAN: 4902125385573

Bamboo Leaf
#38547 EAN: 4902125385474

Bamboo Leaf
#38556 EAN: 4902125385566

Japanese Morning 
Glory
#38572 EAN: 4902125385726

Japanese Morning 
Glory
#38582 EAN: 4902125385825

Butterfl y
#38546 EAN: 4902125385467

Butterfl y
#38555 EAN: 4902125385559

Fiddlehead Fern
#38571 EAN: 4902125385719

Fiddlehead Fern
#38581 EAN: 4902125385818

Goldfi sh
#38545 EAN: 4902125385450

Goldfi sh
#38554 EAN: 4902125385542

Whooping Crane
#38549 EAN: 4902125385498

Whooping Crane
#38558 EAN: 4902125385580

Ceramic plate

Gift  Set

● Ceramic plate ● W82 x H12 x D82 mm

● Gift set ● W189 x H30 x D47 mm
● 1 package of incense and 1 ceramic plate
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Morning  Star incense was created in the 1960s in Japan. Th e powerful 
fragrances in this collection, mixed with high quality ingredients, 
have made this incense a loved and trusted worldwide  brand. 

Nippon Kodo’s 
international signature 

brand loved for over 
50 years world wide. Amber

Fragrance of rich Amber.

#189 EAN:  4902125189003

Jasmine
Fragrance of wild Jasmine.

#185 EAN:  4902125185005

Gardenia
Fragrance of  gorgeous 
Gardenia.

#98717 EAN: 4902125987173

Frankincense
Fragrance of  soothing 
Frankincense.

#98834 EAN: 4902125988347

Cedarwood
Fragrance of natural 
Cedarwood.

#187 EAN:  4902125187009

Green Tea
Fragrance of refreshing 
Green  Tea.

#98711 EAN: 4902125987111

50 Sticks
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All fragrances are available in small boxes with 50 sticks and larger boxes with 200 sticks (see next page).

Sandalwood
Fragrance of smooth 
Sandalwood.

#181 EAN:  4902125181007

Vanilla
Fragrance of sweet Vanilla.

#98710 EAN:  4902125987104

Musk
Fragrance of elegant Musk.

#183 EAN:  4902125183001

Lavender
Fragrance of calming Lavender.

#98712 EAN: 4902125987128

Patchouli
Fragrance of powerful Patchouli.

#184 EAN:  4902125184008

Lotus
Fragrance of exotic Lotus.

#98714 EAN: 4902125987142

Palo Santo
Fragrance of purifying Palo 
Santo.

#98837 EAN: 4902125988378

Sage
Fragrance of  rejuvenating Sage.

#98836 EAN: 4902125988361

Rose
Fragrance of clean Rose.

#186 EAN:  4902125186002

Myrrh
Fragrance of  aromatic Myrrh.

#98835 EAN: 4902125988354

Pine
Fragrance of mellow Pine.

#182 EAN:  4902125182004

50 Sticks ● 50 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W23 x H131 x D23 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min
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Morning Star incense was created in the 1960s in Japan. Th e powerful 
fragrances in this collection, mixed with high quality ingredients, 
have made this incense a loved and trusted worldwide  brand. 
All fragrances are available in these larger boxes with 200 sticks as 
well as smaller boxes with 50 sticks (see previous page).

200 Sticks

Sandelwood
#171 EAN: 4902125171008

Patchouli
#174 EAN: 4902125385429

Vanilla
#98720 EAN: 4902125987203

Cedarwood
#169 EAN: 4902125169005

Frankincense
#98730 EAN: 4902125987302

Palo Santo
#98733 EAN: 4902125987333

Lotus
#98724 EAN: 4902125987241

Pine
#172 EAN: 4902125172005

Jasmine
#175 EAN: 4902125385429

Green Tea
#98721 EAN: 4902125987210

Amber
#179 EAN: 4902125385429

Myrrh
#98731 EAN: 4902125987319

Gardenia
#98727 EAN: 4902125987272

Musk
#173 EAN: 4902125385429

Rose
#176 EAN: 4902125385429

Lavender
#98722 EAN: 4902125987227

Sage
#98732 EAN: 4902125987326

● 200 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W58 x H150 x D32 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
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Cherish nature and live every day to your heart’s desire. Immerse your refi ned  
senses in the abundant gift s of nature. SCENTSUAL includes meticulously 
selected plant-based fragrances found in nature. Indulge in the passing of 
time and let your body and mind slowly unwind.

Aromatic incense 
for your natural life.

Made with 
meticulously selected 

plant-based fragrances 
found in nature.

Brilliant Blue Lavender
Refreshing radiant lavender.

#98061 EAN: 4902125980617

Fresh  Matcha
The perfect blend of sweet and bitter freshly 
brewed green  tea/matcha.

#98063 EAN: 4902125980631

Bitter Pink Ginger
Brisk and spicy fresh ginger.

#98065 EAN: 4902125980655

Mellow Palo Santo
A deep sweet fragrance of sacred palo 
santo.

#98067 EAN: 4902125980679

Sweet White Sage
Crisp freshly picked white sage.

#98062 EAN: 4902125980624

Calm Hinoki Mint
Clear and sharp hinoki.

#98064 EAN: 4902125980648

Sparkling Gold Yuzu
Bursting with freshness juicy yuzu.

#98066 EAN: 4902125980662

30 Sticks ● 30 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W135 x H28 x D21 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
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Ceramic plates for long stick incense and bamboo  incense (Herb & Earth).
 YUKARI
Holders

  Ceramic plate for 
long incense   Gray

 # 75661 EAN:  4902125756618

  Ceramic plate for 
long incense   Green

 # 75663 EAN:  4902125756632

  Ceramic plate for 
long incense   Purple

 # 75662 EAN:  4902125756625

 Incense Holder Long ●  W212 x H46 x D12 mm 
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HERB & EARTH bamboo incense sticks are of the highest quality and 
produce minimal smoke, created with the natural blessings of the earth. 
No artifi cial dyes. Th ey will add the ideal touch of pure fragrance to 
your home.

Cedar
Nostalgic • Calm • Woody

#70002 EAN: 011391700028

Patchouli
Exotic • Deep • Earthy

#70001 EAN: 011391700011

Rose
Delicate • Uplifting • Floral

#70005 EAN: 011391700059

Lemongrass
Crisp • Sweet-sour • Exotic

#70009 EAN: 011391700097

Matcha
Refreshing • Soft • Green

#70006 EAN: 011391700066

Bergamot
Delicate • Fresh • Citrus

#70010 EAN: 011391700103

Sandalwood
Calm • Dignified • Woody

#70003 EAN: 011391700035

Frankincense
Purifying • Rich • Balsamic

#70007 EAN: 011391700073

Jasmine
Alluring • Green • Rich

#70011 EAN: 011391700110

Lavender
Clean • Pure • Crisp

#70004 EAN: 011391700042

White Sage
Purifying • Clear • Refreshing

#70008 EAN: 011391700080

Vanilla
Enchanting • Serene • Rich

#70012 EAN: 011391700127

20 Sticks ● 20 sticks ● W55 x H296 x D3 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min. 
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Mainichi-koh has been the most beloved incense by Japanese people since 
1912. It is widely-known, has the longest product life, and is the best selling 
incense in Japan

Mainichi-koh

For more than four 
centuries, Nippon 

Kodo has continued to 
create the best incense 

products.

MAINICHI-KOH  
Cherry Blossoms  Reg. 280 sticks
The elegant Japanese cherry blossoms. The 
scent of which connects us to the Japanese 
spirit of Kokoro no Furusato, the place where 
our heart feels at home. 

● Weight: 110 g (≈ 280 sticks)  
● Key note: cherry blossoms & sandalwood 
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min. 
● W80 x H155 x D34 mm

#10813 EAN: 4902125108134 

MAINICHI-KOH 
Aqua  Reg. 300 sticks
Mainich-koh (Daily incense) has been the 
most beloved incense by Japanese people 
since 1912. It is widely known and is the No.1 
selling brand in Japan, with selected natural 
ingredients. Clear floral aqua notes of cyclamen 
with a pleasing scent of primrose will remind 
you of a fresh and gentle summer breeze.

● Weight: 120 g (≈ 300 sticks)  
● Key note: clear floral aqua 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W80 × H155 × D34 mm

#15001 EAN: 4902125150010

MAINICHI-KOH 
Sandalwood  Reg. 300 sticks
No.1 selling brand in Japan, with selected 
natural ingredients. Regular-size incense sticks.

● Weight: 150 g (≈ 300 sticks)  
● Key note: sandalwood 
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min. 
● W85 × H156 × D35 mm

#10802 EAN: 4902125108028

MAINICHI-KOH 
Sandalwood & Linden   
Reg. 340 sticks
Enjoy this fresh and gentle scent of Mainichi-
Koh, which harmoniously combines sandalwood 
with the clean and pure linden blossom. 

● Weight: 140 g (≈ 340 sticks)  
● Key note: sandalwood and linden 
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min. 
● W80 × H155 × D34 mm

#10811 EAN: 4902125108110

MAINICHI-KOH Viva  
Kyara Deluxe  300 sticks
Mainich-koh (Daily incense) has been the most beloved 
incense by Japanese people since 1912, and is the No.1 
selling brand in Japan. This is the only type of Kyara/
Aloeswood incense from the Mainichi-Koh lineup. Enjoy the 
elegant and real fragrance of Kyara/Alosewood.

● Weight: 130 g (≈ 300 sticks)  
● Burning time: ≈ 55 min. 
● W100 × H236 × D22 mm

#123 EAN: 4902125123007
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MAINICHI-KOH Viva 
Sandalwood  Reg. 10 rolls
Mainich-koh (Daily incense) has been the most beloved incense 
by Japanese people since 1912. It is widely known and is the 
No.1 selling brand in Japan, with selected natural ingredients. 
Ten bundles of rolled incense; regular-size sticks.

● 10 rolls ● W96 × H150 × D35 mm 
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.

#131 EAN: 4902125131002

MAINICHI-KOH Viva 
Sandalwood  Long stick – 5 rolls
Mainich-koh (Daily incense) has been the most beloved incense 
by Japanese people since 1912. This package contains five 
long-size stick bundles of rolled incense. For longer moments of 
deep thoughts and inspiration.

● Long stick – 5 rolls ● W100 × H236 × D22 mm 
● Burning time: ≈ 55 min.

#98548 EAN: 4902125985483

SHIN MAINICHI-KOH 
Long stick – 70 sticks
A distinctive fragrance of incense,gorgeous and full-bodied.  
For longer moments of deep thoughts and inspiration.

● Long stick – 70 sticks  
● Key note: sandalwood 
● Burning time: ≈ 60 min. 
● W33 × H265 × D28 mm

#156 EAN: 4902125156005

SHIN MAINICHI-KOH 
Long stick – 5 rolls
A distinctive fragrance of incense,gorgeous and full-bodied.  
For longer moments of deep thoughts and inspiration.

● Long stick – 5 rolls  
● Key note: sandalwood 
● Burning time: ≈ 60 min. 
● W177 × H277 × D30 mm

#158 EAN: 4902125158009

Shin Mainichi-koh
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Seiun

Th e two characters 
that were combined 
to create the Seiun 

brand name symbolize 
nature’s blessings of the 
sun that shines in the 

blue sky and the clouds 
which are the source of 

all water.

Th is brand is well 
known for its less 

smoke characteristic 
as well as its soft  and 

elegant fragrances.

SEIUN AMORE 
Floral  Woody  
≈ 340 sticks
Floral & woody scents that give us peace of 
mind. Materials, such as essential oils and 
Vitamin E are selected very carefully.

 ● Weight:  190 g (≈ 340 sticks) 
● Key note: fl oral woody
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W85 × H155 × D34 mm

#23711 EAN: 4902125237117

JINKOH SEIUN  
≈ 170 sticks
 Jinkoh Seiun Aloeswood is a highly rich and 
complex blend, with deep and earthy notes. 
When burning you may notice some faint sweet 
and balsamic citrus background notes.

 ● Weight:  110 g (≈ 170 sticks) 
● Key note: aloeswood
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.
● W60 × H157 × D33 mm

#212 EAN: 4902125212008

SEIUN CHRYSANTHEMUM  
≈ 220 sticks
Seiun Chrysanthemum has an oriental note with 
elegant floral fragrance. It is a lower-smoke 
incense with graceful and sweet scents.

 ● Weight:  110 g (≈ 220 sticks) 
● Key note: fl oral
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W75 x H155 x D29 mm

#258 EAN: 4902125258006

SEIUN Gold  
≈ 210 sticks
 A complex and delicate incense that speaks to 
all five senses. This daring fragrance is based on 
kyara with sweet and sour fruit, honey, Bulgarian 
rose and spices like cinnamon, clove and vanilla. 

 ● Weight:  90 g (≈ 210 sticks) 
● Key note:  aloeswood with spices
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W72 × H156 × D32 mm

#21101 EAN: 4902125211018
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 Th e Chië brand was developed for modern-day lifestyles. Following the ancient 
wisdom, this new collection is made exclusively with natural aromatic ingredients 
in powder form. Inspired by Buddhist terminology, “Chië” is “wisdom” – the 
ability to see things as they really are and to recognize the truth. Enso is a circle 
painted with a single stroke in Zen calligraphy. Th e circle represents the infi nite, 
the beginning and the end of everything, enlightenment, psychology, and the 
universe as a whole. Chië

 Th is modern incense 
series consist of 

9 diff erent products 
originating from 

fragrant trees from 
all around the world. 
Seven are from single-
origin woods and two 
are blended incense 
for the purpose of 
meditation and 

purifi cation.

 Agarwood  
 Also known as Aloeswood.
Origin of raw materials: 
Indonesia

●  Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 38920 EAN:  4902125389205

Palo Santo  
Origin of raw materials: Peru

●  Burning time: ≈ 60 min.

# 38923 EAN:  4902125389236

Copal
Origin of raw materials: Peru

●  Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 38926 EAN:  4902125389267

Chië Incense Holder  Brown
Made by Hizen Yoshida Pottery in Ureshino City, Saga 
Prefecture. The beautiful design with simple lines 
is made with a traditional technique that has been 
preserved for generations.

● W130 x H15 x D130 mm

# 38937 EAN:  4902125389373

Sandalwood  
Origin of raw materials: Australia

●  Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 38921 EAN:  4902125389212

Hinoki  
Origin of raw materials: Japan

●  Burning time: ≈ 50 min.

# 38924 EAN:  4902125389243

Meditation
Agarwood, Sandalwood & 
Benzoin.
Origin of raw materials: 
Indonesia, Australia & Laos

●  Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 38927 EAN:  4902125389274

White Sage  
Origin of raw materials: USA

●  Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 38922 EAN:  4902125389229

Frankincense  
Origin of raw materials: Somalia

●  Burning time: ≈ 70 min.

# 38925 EAN:  4902125389250

Purifi cation  
Palo Santo, Hinoki & 
Sandalwood. 
Origin of raw materials: South 
America, Japan & Australia

●  Burning time: ≈ 60 min.

# 38928 EAN:  4902125389281

● 30 sticks with mini ceramic holder
● W173 x H20 x D36 mm

Good value: The length of these 
sticks are close to regular length, 
but the burning time is around 
double of the regular burning time.

New 
incense series 
– available from 

beginning of 
2024

30 Sticks
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[ka-fuh]: Th e scent of blossoms in the wind. [ka-fuh] leads you to imagine 
sunlight fi ltering through the branches and leaves of a cool forest aft er a rain 
shower, as the mild scent of blossoms waft s soft ly in the air. [ka-fuh] is made 
from selected ingredients by incense craft smen.

Lavender
#27404
EAN: 4902125274044

Lavender
#27402
EAN: 4902125274020

Aqua
#27442
EAN: 4902125274426

White Plum
#27432
EAN: 4902125274327

Lotus
#27472
EAN: 4902125274723

 Carnation
#27482
EAN: 4902125274822

Hinoki
Japanese Cypress

#27412
EAN: 4902125274129

Daphne
#27462
EAN: 4902125274624

White Plum
#27434
EAN: 4902125274341

Aqua
#27444
EAN: 4902125274440

Daphne
#27464
EAN: 4902125274648

50 Sticks

120 Sticks

● 50 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W25 x H155 x D25 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.

● 120 sticks ● W49 x H155 x D24 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.

Hinoki
Japanese Cypress

#27414
EAN: 4902125274143
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[ka-fuh]: Scents in the wind. Natural Aroma for Fine Living

Lavender
#27511 
EAN: 4902125275119

Lavender   
≈ 430 sticks

#27401 
EAN: 4902125274648

Lotus   
≈ 420 sticks

#27471 
EAN: 4902125274716

Hinoki 
Japanese Cypress   
≈ 430 sticks

#27411 
EAN: 4902125274112

Carnation   
≈ 430 sticks

#27481 
EAN: 4902125274815

White Plum 
≈ 430 sticks

#27431 
EAN: 4902125274310

Neroli   
≈ 430 sticks

#27561 
EAN: 4902125275614

Aqua   
≈ 460 sticks

#27441 
EAN: 4902125274419

Iris   
≈ 430 sticks

#27571 
EAN: 4902125275713

Daphne   
≈ 440 sticks

#27461 
EAN: 4902125274617

Plus   
≈ 380 sticks

#27451 
EAN: 4902125274518

White Plum
#27512 
EAN: 4902125275126

Lotus
#27517 
EAN: 4902125275171

GIFT BOX Ka Fuh Assortment
#27498 
EAN: 4902125274983

Short sticks

Larger boxes

● Short sticks – 7 cm ● W50 x H74 x D50 mm

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min ● W100 × H162 × D40 mm
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Tranquility incenses are used for religious purposes, 
and as a home fragrance to entertain and delight the user.

Tranquility 
Incense Rolls

TOKUSEN SAGANO  
A valued scented wood, Jinkoh 
“Aloeswood”, is used to make 
TOKUSEN SAGANO.

● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.
● W24 × H145 × D24 mm

#98181 EAN: 4902125331426

TOKUSEN USUZUMI 
NO SAKURA
Cherry Blossom  
An elegant floral scent created with 
the image of the delicate beauty of 
the Cherry blossom.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 × H145 × D20 mm

#98300 EAN: 4902125983007

ZUIUN 
Premium Aloeswood  
“Good Fortune Cloud” Elegant 
aloeswood scents with deep and 
mellow taste  of sandalwood, 
benzoin, etc., harmonized with a 
floral balsamic.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 × H145 × D20 mm

#98409 EAN: 4902125984097

TOKUSEN 
SHIBAYAMA  
Less smoke incense. Traditional 
woody note of  aloeswood.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 × H145 × D20 mm

#98182 EAN: 4902125981829

MEIKOH 
SHIBAYAMA  
Mix of Floral & Sandalwood. A 
sandalwood and floral less smoke 
incense meant to embody a Spring 
field covered in blooming flowers.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 × H140 × D20 mm

#98310 EAN: 4902125983106

MAINICHI-KOH 
VIVA
 Mainichi-koh (Daily incense) has 
been the most beloved incense 
by Japanese people since 1912. 
It is widely known, and is the 
No.1 selling brand in Japan, with 
selected natural ingredients. 

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 ×  H125 × D20 mm

#98548 EAN: 4902125985483

JINKOH EIJU  
Selected Aloeswood   
An elegant scent is created by 
carefully selecting raw incense 
materials like the fragrant 
Agarwood of Eiju.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 × H145 × D20 mm

#98183 EAN: 4902125981836

SEIUN VIOLET  
Seiun is named for the hope that 
you feel when you see a bright 
blue sky filled with fluffy white 
clouds. Seiun Violet creates a soft 
and elegant floral fragrance with 
less smoke.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W16 × H145 × D16 mm

#98320 EAN: 4902125983205

TAKASAGO HANA
Sandalwood  
The calming fragrance of 
Sandalwood. A charming fragrance 
perfect for a dazzling celebration 
all wrapped up in a bundle.

● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.
● W18 × H138 × D18 mm

#98580 EAN: 4902125985803

KYARA EIJU
Selected Aloeswood   
Fragranced with a small portion of 
this precious high end Aloeswood 
with a mystical fragrance.

● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
● W20 × H145 × D20 mm

#98184 EAN: 4902125981843

BYAKUDAN EIJYU
Sandalwood   
“Long Life” Smooth and heart-
warming sandalwood scents, 
appears bold as we used 
sandalwood bountifully.

● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.
● W18 × H145 × D18 mm

#98408 EAN: 4902125984080

SEIUN  
 Is one of the top brands of Nippon 
Kodo products. It has a well-
known visual package of “The Blue 
Cloud (a symbol of a bright future) 
over Mt. Fuji (the highest mountain 
in Japan)”.

● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.
● W18 × H138 × D18 mm

#98600 EAN: 4902125986008

1 Roll
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 Some of the incense rolls on the left  hand page are also available in larger 
boxes with around 400 sticks in each box. Th ese large boxes are presented 
below and are ideal if you burn incense regularly. Th eir lovely design also 
makes them an original fragrant gift .

 Big boxes

 Some of these large 
boxes contain 

aloeswood. Since 
ancient times, 

aloeswood has been 
prized as one of 

the most pleasant 
fragrances. It is one of 
the pillars of Japanese 

culture and is used 
as an off ering to the 
Buddha and for the 
incense ceremony. 

In Japanese, Jinkoh 
means “wood that 
sinks” and it refers 
to the aloeswood so 

impregnated with resin 
that it can no longer 

fl oat. It is an exquisite, 
mysterious and 

mystical aroma that 
calms the spirit and 
comforts the heart.

 MAINICHI-KOH 
VIVA
 This purifying sandalwood 
incense with a fresh note 
of pine gives a sensation of 
cleanliness and energy.  Was 
created in 1909 by incense 
master Yujiro Kito.  

 ● Weight: 150 g (≈ 350 sticks) 
● Burning time: 30 min.

# 10802 EAN:  4902125108028

 TOKUSEN 
SHIBAYAMA
 The aroma of aloeswood 
enriched with cinnamon from 
Vietnam  and Sichuan tuberose. 
This incense is inspired by 
those moments in childhood 
when we felt immersed in 
nature.  

  ● Weight: 180 g (≈ 400 sticks)
● Burning time: 25 min.
● Smokeless

# 23802 EAN:  4902125238022

  BYAKUDAN EIJU
 This deeply relaxing and 
meditative incense is based on 
abundant white sandalwood. 
Enjoy its warm and powerful 
woody fragrance.

  ● Weight: 190 g (≈ 480 sticks) 
● Burning time: 30 min.

# 22062 EAN:  4902125220621

 SEIUN CLASSIC
 Seiun Classic  has a fresh 
and soothing scent based on 
sandalwood. Since its creation 
more than  50 years ago, it has 
encouraged us to live intensely 
in the present  and to feel 
confident about the future.

  ● Weight: 205 g (≈ 480 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 20104 EAN:  4902125201040

 KYARA EIJU
 Mystical fragrance of kyara, 
aloeswood of the highest 
quality, with a hint of benzoin 
that generates serenity, 
contemplation and awareness. 

  ● Weight: 170 g (≈ 400 sticks)
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 280 EAN:  4902125280007

 MEIKOH 
SHIBAYAMA
 This incense has two basic 
fragrance notes. One is 
a woody note based on 
sandalwood combined with 
traditional medicinal herbs.  The 
other is a floral note of delicate 
cherry blossoms.  Less smoke 
incense.

  ● Weight: 190 g (≈ 390 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 23801 EAN:  4902125238015

 JINKOH EIJU
 Powerful aroma of aloeswood 
with a slightly spicy hint of 
patchouli harmonized with 
sandalwood. Low smoke 
incense ideal for meditation 
practise. 

  ● Weight: 180 g (≈ 430 sticks)
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 279 EAN:  4902125279001

 TOKUSEN 
USUZUMI-NO-
SAKURA
 A sensual fragrance based on 
cherry blossom, sandalwood 
and Japanese cypress that 
generates a feeling of calm 
and serenity.  Incense with less 
smoke.

  ● Weight: 200 g (≈ 450 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 37115 EAN:  4902125371156

TOKUSEN
USUZUMI-NO-
SAKURA
Short sticks
A sensual fragrance based on 
cherry blossom, sandalwood 
and Japanese cypress.

● Short sticks – around 7 cm

#37114 EAN:  4902125371149
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Th e design of these boxes are inspired by Edo prints 
and refl ect a genuinely Japanese aesthetic sensibility.

Edonishiki & 
Kaori Awase 

Th e end of the Edo 
Era (1603-1867) was 
a time of fl ourishing 
prosperity and one 
of the expressions 
of this was fabric 

prints, Edo Komon. 
In samurai society 
clothes were simple 
but people wanted 
to look unique and 

diff erent and sought 
to express themselves 

through prints, colours 
and drawings on 

their fabrics. Th ese 
decorative motifs 

extended to many other 
aspects of everyday 

life, evoking images of 
a dazzlingly beautiful 
world and even today 
those designs created 

long ago seem modern 
and are still a source of 

inspiration.

 KAORI AWASE  Green Tea
 Revitalizing and rich scent of green tea. This 
incense has a mild aroma of freshly picked tea 
leaves. It contains tea husk extract and other 
ingredients on a base of Kishu binchotan, a 
charcoal with a great capacity of absorption 
and purification. As soon as you notice its soft 
aroma, you will feel at peace. This is the perfect 
incense for your relaxing moments.

  ● Weight: 90 g (≈ 180 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.
● Fragrance: Green tea
● Smokeless Japanese incense

# 23602 EAN:  4902125236028

 EDONISHIKI IKI
 Edonishiki has a delicious aroma, a bittersweet 
fruity fragrance with hints of crisp cinnamon and 
subtle vanilla undertones.
The Same Komon pattern of the box is made up 
of overlapping sectors, each sector containing 
tiny dots lined up diagonally. It is known for 
being tough like an armour and considered as a 
protective talisman. 

  ● Weight:  90 g (≈  220 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Cinnamon and vanilla
● Smokeless

# 51086 EAN:  4902125510869

 KAORI AWASE  Coff ee
 Rich aroma of fresh coffee. This incense is 
made with coffee and other ingredients on a 
base of Kishu binchotan, a charcoal with a great 
capacity of absorption and purification. As soon 
as you notice this soft fragrance, you will feel 
at peace. This is the perfect incense for your 
relaxing moments.

  ● Weight: 90 g (≈ 180 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.
● Fragrance: Coff ee
● Smokeless Japanese incense

# 23601 EAN:  4902125236011

 EDONISHIKI TSUYA
 Edonishiki Tsuya has a sweet and silky aroma. 
Its rich and intense powdery aroma has complex 
nuances, with a lot of body and a bittersweet 
edge. It is inspired by the „Bintsuke abura“, the 
vanilla and clove scented headdress of sumo 
wrestlers.
The Asanoha leaf pattern of the box is 
connected to the idea of children‘s health and 
growth as leaves grow strong and quickly. 
People use it in hopes of bringing good fortune. 

  ● Weight:  90 g (≈  220 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Soft and fl oral Smokeless

# 51087 EAN:  4902125510876

Kaori Awase – Tea & Coff ee
Th e fragrance of newly brewed coff e or tea are for most people a very welcome 
good-morning fragrance. Nippon Kodo draws on carefully selected aromatic 
ingredients and 440 years of craft  tradition to create the best incense. Th ese large 
boxes are ideal if you burn incense regularly. Its lovely design also makes it an 
original fragrant gift !
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 Th e scent of aromatic wood has always fascinated peoples of all cultures.  
Th e rich heritage of Nippon Kodo, which dates back to the Tensho era 
(1573-1592), inspires and guides in the creation of this deep incense. 
Th e Nippon Kodo artisans are bridges between the past, the present and 
the future, which is why this incense has its origin in ancestral cultures 
and the wisdom of precious and mysterious fragrances.

Big boxes

 Since 1575 Nippon 
Kodo manufactures 

incense with superior 
quality raw materials, 

combining its treasured 
artisan tradition with 

the most updated 
technology. 

Th ese large boxes 
are ideal if you burn 

incense regularly. 
Th eir lovely design 

also makes them an 
original fragrant gift .

 SHIKUN JINKOH
Aloeswood
 The aroma of Shikun Jinkoh 
has the indescribable and 
slightly spicy charm of Borneo 
aloeswood, a rare and valuable 
aromatic wood sought by 
collectors the world over.

  ● Weight:  180 g (≈ 450 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.
● Net weight: 180g

# 23902 EAN:  4902125239029

 SHINSEI EIJU
 Graceful incense made of 
Chinese medicinal herbs and 
sandalwood. Its intense and 
elegant fragrance evokes 
thoughts of eternity as well as 
images of everlasting serenity 
and calm.

  ● Weight: 180 g (≈ 450 sticks) 
● Burning time: 30 min.

# 22042 EAN:  4902125220423

 MEIKO EIJU
 Meiko Eiju is an expression of 
the sacred, a noble incense 
with a warm, rich and complex 
fragrance based on sandalwood, 
cinnamon, star anise, cassia, 
gum benzoin, nard and other 
medicinal herbs.

 ● Weight: 110 g (≈ 270 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 22052 EAN:  4902125220515

 TAIYO LILY
 This is a fresh incense with a 
sweet fragrance, reminiscent 
of the neat and prim lilies that 
bloom on the mountain sides on 
a sunny morning. Smokeless.

  ● Weight: 190 g (≈ 400 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 24021 EAN:  4902125240216

 TAIYO TANKEI
 The osmanthus tree, tankei in 
Chinese, blooms in autumn. Its 
fruity, lightly citrus flavouring 
is typically oriental and, for us, 
exotic and mysterious. 

 ● Weight: 190 g (≈ 380 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 24041 EAN:  4902125240414

SHIKUN 
 BYAKUDAN 
Sandalwood 
 Derived from carefully selected 
 Indian sandalwood, its soft 
perfume is luminous and warm 
and produces an invigorating 
sensation.  An invitation to a 
moment of calm and serenity.

  ● Weight:  180 g (≈ 450 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.
● Net weight: 180g

# 23901 EAN:  4902125239012

  MAINICHI-KOH 
AQUA 
 The cleansing fragrance of 
newly fallen rain.

   ● Weight: 120 g (≈ 300 sticks) 
 ● Burning time: 30 min.

# 15001 EAN:  4902125150010

 TAIYO SAKURA
 In April, cherry trees bloom in 
Japan and the whole country 
celebrates. This elegant and 
floral incense celebrates the 
spirit of Spring in Japan. It is 
sweet, joyful and smokeless.

 ● Weight: 220 g (≈ 440 sticks) 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 240 EAN:  4902125240001
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Essential incense produced with the intent to be an aid to harmonize the 
5 elements in your daily life.Elemense

 In nature the 
5 elements are always 
in balance. Th is series 
on incense is created 
as a refl ection of the 

old wisdom that good 
physical, mental and 

spiritual health begins 
with living in harmony 

with the world and 
nature around us. 

If one of the elements 
is lacking in your 

everyday life, then 
maybe there is an 

incense for you in this 
series?

 EARTH
 Bountiful hints of vetiver, 
cypress and patchouli stirred by 
ancient rainforest in El Mirador, 
Guatemala. Deeply grounding. 

# 98841 EAN:  4902125988415

 WATER
 Aroma of green mist, ice water 
and musk note. Powerfully 
soothing sensations touched 
by Iceland‘s majestic Detifoss 
waterfall. Relax, immerse 
yourself in the soothing flow of 
the water element.

# 98842 EAN:  4902125988422

 AIR
 Ethereally uplifting scent of 
anise, tomato leaf and galbanum 
enlightened by dawn on 
Ecuador‘s epic Mt. Chimborazo. 
The air up there is so thin that 
you have to inhale 3 times just 
to get a full breath of oxygen. 
Less gravity also makes you 
lighter.

# 98844 EAN:  4902125988446

 FIRE
 Philippine mango, clove and 
benzoin. Curiously energizing 
aroma sparked by the peculiar 
rhythms of the Mayhon Volcano 
in the Philippines, which tends 
to erupt with a full moon. Fire 
incense brings great flow 
without the fireworks.

# 98843 EAN:  4902125988439

 SPACE
 Maroccan scent of saffron, 
cinnamon and amber note 
inspired by Erg Chebbi‘s 
transformative mysteries. 3 eyes 
see more than 2. Erg Chebbi 
is in Morocco and consists of 
large dunes of wind-blown sand. 
Something in the sands of Erg 
Chebbi heals the body. Space 
incense – tune into a higher 
frequency.

 # 98845 EAN:  4902125988453

●  40 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W50 x H155 x D20 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.40 Sticks
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High quality Japanese incense celebrating the Japanese habit of Ofukuwake – 
sharing the seasonal blessings from nature among family, friends and loved 
ones. Th e smiling god of fortune brings happiness to everybody who practices 
Ofukuwake.

Country Hills

 Blessings from 
Country Hills

 Every season, fl owers 
bloom and nuts and 
berries grow in the 

country hills. “Blessings 
from the Country 

Hills” has turned this 
rustic gentleness into 

a fragrance which 
encloses the heart in 

peace.
For refreshment, 

relaxation, reading, 
listening to music, 
yoga, bathing …

Petite, cute package – 
take 2 or 3 as a gift !

 WILD CHERRY 
BLOSSOMS
 The elegant scent of cherry 
blossoms in Spring provides 
familiar, nostalgic feelings and 
helps your tired body refresh 
from the core.

# 38621 EAN:  4902125386211

 BLACK 
CURRENTS
 The sweet fragrance of shinning 
black currants, ripened in the 
bright light of early Summer.

# 38624 EAN:  4902125386242

 WHITE 
CLOVER
 The bright and fresh fragrance 
of white clover abundantly 
blooming in a gentle breeze. 

# 38622 EAN:  49021225386228

 COSMOS 
FLOWERS
 The fresh fragrance of cosmos 
flowers gently swaying under a 
sunny Autumn sky.

# 38625 EAN:  4902125386259

 WILD 
STRAWBERRIES
 The sweet and juicy fragrance 
of wild strawberries twinkling 
brightly in soft green. 

# 38623 EAN:  4902125386235

 CAMELIA 
FLOWERS
 The calm and elegant fragrance 
of Wabisuke camelia flowers 
proudly blooming in crystal 
clear air.

 # 38626 EAN:  4902125386266

● 12 sticks with a little metal holder ● W100 x H100 x D10 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 12 min.12 Sticks
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 Enjoy the changing seasons of the year with inspiring Japanese fragrances. 
To add more atmosphere maybe reading your favourite Japanese Haiku 
poems.

Kazedayori
The four seasons

 Th e custom of burning 
incense began at 

the dawn of human 
history. Incense brings 
out our truest selves. 
Th e spirit of seeking 

good fragrances means 
to entrust incense with 
a passing moment of 
reverence, aff ection, 

mental repose, 
introspection and 

cleansing. Th ough time 
may pass and lifestyles 
may change, this could 

be seen as a genuine 
feature of humanity 
that will defi nitely 

never change.

Kazedayori – Th e four seasons
Kazedayori, literally “what the wind tells”, is a small collection of four incenses 
that calm the mind and comfort the heart. Its heart-warming fragrances have 
been fashioned in the image of Japan‘s four seasons. Th e design of the boxes is 
a work of art by Taizi Harada, a naïve Japanese painter, famous for representing 
sceneries inspired by popular songs. Th is large box is ideal if you burn incense 
regularly. Its lovely design also makes it an original fragrant gift !

Spring
Fragrances of nature: Spring. Floral 
bouquet made of Bulgarian rose, plum 
blossom, sakura cherry blossom and lily 
of the valley.
Young tender leaves sway in soft spring 
sunlight. Fresh-coloured blossoms gently 
take up the rhythm. Even butterflies 
and grasses are carried along by the 
melody: this is the lilting, tranquil chorus 
of spring.

  ● Weight:  165 g (≈  360 sticks) 
● Burning time:  25 min.

#275 EAN:  4902125275003

Autumn
Fragrances of nature: Autumn. Deep 
and earthly aroma of oak moss with a 
balsamic note.
Listen to the serenade of Autumn in the 
still grass. Fallen leaves spread out in 
a carpet of bright red, like messages 
on the wind, leading the way in a 
magnificent dance. The asters nod gently 
in the breeze as it blows across the 
fields.

  ● Weight:  165 g (≈  360 sticks) 
● Burning time:  25 min.

#277 EAN:  4902125277007

Summer
Fragrances of nature: Summer. Fresh 
bouquet made of lotus with lily of 
the valley, cyclamen and a hint of 
sandalwood and musk.
The fully floral scent of this incense 
evokes a sweet dream. The children of 
the wind dance through the thick summer 
undergrowth. Merrily they swirl as they 
bathe in summer sunlight. Sometimes, 
they drift down calmly to the water‘s 
edge, there to play with pretty flowers 
and ripples on the cool surface of the 
water.

  ● Weight:  165 g (≈  360 sticks) 
● Burning time:  25 min.

#276 EAN:  4902125276000

Winter
Fragrances of nature: Winter. Warm 
bouquet made of narcissus, musk, moss 
and macassar.
Winds from the north have brought the 
chill of winter. Birds converse beneath 
trees clad in cloaks of pure white. The 
roots of lilies are waiting impatiently for 
the beginning of spring.

  ● Weight:  165 g (≈  360 sticks) 
● Burning time:  25 min.

#278 EAN:  4902125278004
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 Itten, the sky spreads out as far as you can see. A time to look up at the sky 
and entrust yourself to the expanding world while being surrounded by 
fragrance. Your mind will wander around freely and you will feel a true 
moment of inner well-being.
 Sometimes you wish for a longer incense experience with 45-60 minutes of 
burning time, and this is exactly what these long incense sticks off er.

 Long sticks

 KA FUH Lavender 
Long Stick
 Enjoy the pleasure of a lavender 
garden as a light summer breeze 
wafts your cares away. Less smoke 
incense.

●  Long stick – 90 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 75 min.

# 27407 EAN:  4902125274075

 MEIKO EIJU
Long Stick
 Based on sandalwood, cinnamon, 
star anise, cassia, gum benzoin, 
nard and other medicinal herbs, 
the crafty blend of Meiko Eiju is an 
expression of the sacred, a noble 
incense made by subtly adding 
new essences to traditional aromas 
passed down from antiquity.

● Long stick – 100 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 55 min.

# 22053 EAN:  4902125220539

 ITTEN Aloeswood
 Elegant fragrance of precious 
aloeswood.
After maturing in the wild for a long 
time, Jinkoh fragrant wood nurtures 
a captivating scent. Its name can 
first be found in Japan’s oldest 
book written in the 8th century. It 
is also said that warriors burned it 
in their armour in the 16th century. 
From ancient times to the present, 
it has been loved as a precious 
Japanese fragrance.

● ≈ 30 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 60 min.

# 98035 EAN:  4902125980358

 MEIKOH 
SHIBAYAMA  
Long Stick
 An exquisite less smoke incense 
with a well balanced mis of floral- 
and sandalwood- fragrance notes. 
Like a Spring field covered in 
blooming flowers.

● Long stick – 100 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 55 min.

# 23807 EAN:  4902125238077

 ITTEN
Chrysanthemum
Long calming and serene notes of 
chrysanthemum.
The noble chrysanthemum flowers 
are used in Japan as imperial 
crests. In September, there was a 
custom of placing chrysanthemum 
flowers or drinking sake with a 
chrysanthemum petal in order to 
ward off evil spirits and increase 
longevity.

● ≈ 30 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 98038 EAN:  4902125980389

 DAIGEN KOH
Long Stick
 This warm scent is based on 
sandalwood and  medicinal herbs. 
Its delicate fragrance will give a 
hint of purity to your home. It was 
inspired by this specific moment 
just before dawn, when the sunlight 
gives the clouds a purple tone.

● Long stick – 30 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 60 min.

# 98550 EAN:  4902125985506

 ITTEN Lily
A hint of sweetness in the woody 
fragrance of lily.
The lily flower is a symbol of 
pureness, sophisticated beauty and 
elegance. Cherished by many, it 
can be found all around the world 
in a wide variety of flower shapes 
and colours.

● ≈ 30 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 45 min.

# 98037 EAN:  4902125980372

 ITTEN Sandalwood
 Gentle and sweet fragrance of 
sandalwood.
The leaves and bark of sandalwood 
have almost no fragrance, but the 
heartwood gives off a specific 
scent with an oriental note. High-
quality sandalwood has a warm 
sweetness and a pure cool flavour. 
It is said to have a calming effect.

● ≈ 30 sticks
● Burning time: ≈ 50 min.

# 98036 EAN:  4902125980365
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Tendan 
&

 Sasara

Tendan – Old Temple
 “Memories and emotions overfl ow me as I climb the stairs of the old temple. Th e atmosphere, serene and calm, fl oods 
it with quiet dignity. Nature and time are a constant source of inspiration. Following the rhythmic fl ow of the seasons 
as they sculpt trees, cover stones in moss, and fi ll meadows with fl owers. Mankind is permanently enveloped in a 
multitude of sensations that cannot be described with mere words.”

Sasara
Sasara is a generic term that refers 
to products made from bamboo or 
other woods using high technology. 
Sasara incense refl ects the ancient 
wisdom and talent of Nippon 
Kodo‘s master craft smen. It has been 
inspired by nature to bring calm and 
harmony to our busy modern life.

 MEIKOU TENDAN
 Old Temple
 The precious aroma of this incense 
reflects the timeless atmosphere 
of an old temple bringing with it 
a sense of eternity. Made with 
carefully selected sandalwood, 
cinnamon, benzoin and spikenard, 
the aroma of Meiko Tendan gives a 
sense of comforting peace

  ● Weight: 120 g (≈ 290 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Sandalwood and species
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 26391 EAN:  4902125263918

 JINKOH TENDAN
Aloeswood
  An exquisite, mysterious and 
mystical aroma. Incense with 
very light smoke. In Japanese, 
Jinkoh means ‘wood that sinks’ 
and it refers to the aloeswood so 
impregnated with resin that it can 
no longer float. It is an extremely 
rare substance and it’s timeless 
and refined fragrance is a source of 
pleasure and tranquility.

  ● Weight: 125 g (≈ 240 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Aloeswood
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 26393 EAN:  4902125263932

 KYARA TENDAN
Fine Aloeswood
  Kyara is aloeswood of the highest 
quality, known for its exquisite 
aroma and prized since antiquity.  
Even those who have never 
heard of kyara find its fragrance 
captivating.It is said to be the 
peak of incense. Tendan Kyara 
is a specially selected incense 
produced naturally with little 
smoke.

  ● Weight: 125 g (≈ 240 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Kyara
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 26395 EAN:  4902125263956

 BYAKUDAN 
TENDAN
Sandalwood
Tendan Byakudan is an incense of 
precious sandalwood obtained by 
drying at low temperatures. The 
sweet and warm fragrance allows 
to relax the body and calm the 
mind.

  ● Weight: 125 g (≈ 240 sticks) 
 ● Fragrance: Sandalwood
 ● Burning time: 25 min.

# 26491 EAN: 4902125264915

 SASARA BINCHOTAN
 Relax Herb
 Sasara Binchotan – Relax Herb incense uses 
Bincho charcoal from Kishu in the Wakayama 
prefecture, the highest quality charcoal in Japan. It 
is a low smoke incense with a deodorising effect. 
Its delicate aroma includes notes of freshly cut 
chamomile, lavender and clary sage, a well-known 
medicinal plant. It is like a bouquet of green herbs 
with delicate touches of colour.

● Weight: 100 g (≈ 190 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Green herbs 
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 26401 EAN:  4902125264014

 SASARA BINCHOTAN
 Fresh Floral
 Sasara Binchotan Fresh Floral incense uses 
Bincho charcoal from Kishu in the Wakayama 
prefecture, the highest quality charcoal in 
Japan. It is a low smoke incense with a 
deodorising effect. Its soft aroma includes 
floral and fruity notes: fresh jasmine, rose and 
osmanthus. It invites optimism and helps to 
create an atmosphere of sweet joy.

  ● Weight: 100 g (≈ 190 sticks) 
● Fragrance: Floral
● Burning time: 25 min.

# 26402 EAN:  4902125264021
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Th e Yume-no-Yume incenses – literally dream of dreams – combine poetry 
and fragrances. Th ey evoke quotes from old poems like the Kokin Wakashu, 
Anthology of Ancient and Modern Japanese Poetry. Th is collection of waka 
poems was published in the 10th century, about 100 years before the famous 
book, “Tale of Genji”.

Th ese large boxes 
are ideal and very 
economical if you 

burn incense regularly. 
Th eir lovely design 

also makes it an 
original fragrant gift ! 
Please note that the 
number of sticks is 

approximate and may 
vary depending on the 

batch.
 BYAKUDAN
Sandalwood
 Since ancient times, 
sandalwood has always been 
considered a precious and 
sacred fragrance. Here the 
woody sandalwood is mixed 
with fruity and floral top 
notes, creating a lotus-like 
atmosphere. Treat yourself to a 
relaxed moment and enjoy its 
clear and bright notes.

● Low smoke incense

# 26801 EAN:  4902125268012

 White Plum
 Even if you can’t see it mixed 
with the snow, at least you can 
smell the delicate fragrance 
of Shiraume, the white plum 
blossom. Think of the time spent 
with a loved one, the scene you 
dreamed of.
With the sweet and gentle scent 
of white plums, have a relaxing 
time.

● Low smoke incense

# 26807 EAN:  4902125268074

 SAKURA
Cherry Blossom
 We all get moved by the beauty 
of cherry blossom, sakura in 
Japanese. Its floral and fresh 
scent comforts our heart 
and helps create a relaxed 
atmosphere. In the Kobin 
Wakashu, an unknown poet 
gives us a piece of advice: 
“Cherry trees will blossom again 
in spring. But you have to take 
care of yourself to be able to 
see it.”

● Low smoke incense

# 26803 EAN:  4902125268036

 Freesia
 The botanist who found this 
flower in a distant foreign land 
did not honour his discovery 
with his own name, but 
dedicated it to his beloved 
friend. That is probably why, in 
the language of flowers, freesia 
is related to affectionate love.
Think of the time spent with 
a loved one, the scene you 
dreamed of.
With the fresh scent of freesia, 
take the time to deepen the 
bond.

● Low smoke incense

# 26809 EAN:  4902125268098

 Lavender Flower
 The timeless scent of lavender 
is like a balm for the soul. It 
evokes a marvelous scene in 
which a fresh and perfumed 
breeze caresses our skin and 
relieves us from summer heat.
In the Tale of Genji, the young 
Murasaki mentions the Kobin 
Wakashu quoting these verses: 
“When you miss your loved one 
and think of the person you can 
rely on, it is called the purple 
connection.” Purple colour – 
murasaki in Japanese – is an 
essential theme of the Tale of 
Genji. It refers to love and the 
delicate lavender flower.

● Low smoke incense

# 26805 EAN:  4902125268050

Yume-no-Yume

●  Weight: 100 g (≈ 230 sticks) ●  W80 x H155 x D30  mm
● Burning time: ≈  30 min.Sticks
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 Mainichi-koh 
& 

Sakura

 KOHJYO
MAINICHI-KOH 
Hinoki
 Hinoki has been confirmed to 
have a calming effect on the 
activity of the prefrontal cortex 
of the brain. It has a calm 
and refreshing fragrance. This 
product uses plenty of natural 
hinoki essential oil to create 
fragrance.

# 98536 EAN:  4902125985360

 UNOCHIYO
USUZUMI-NO-
SAKURA  Large box
 Usuzumi No Sakura, the pale 
gray cherry blossom, located 
in the mountains of Gifu, is 
considered to be one of the 
greatest and oldest cherry trees 
of Japan.

● ≈ 350 sticks

# 37108 EAN:  4902125371088

 KOHJYO
MAINICHI-KOH 
Sandalwood
 Sandalwood is said to have 
various effects of bringing 
mental stability and meditative 
states of mind. From ancient 
times, the fragrance of 
sandalwood, which emits 
elegant and sweetness, has 
been a favourite in Japan. This 
product uses plenty of natural 
sandalwood to create fragrance.

# 98537 EAN:  4902125985377

 UNOCHIYO
USUZUMI-NO-
SAKURA
120 stick box
 Pale gray cherry blossom 
incense in a smaller practical 
package.

● ≈ 120 sticks

# 37104 EAN:  4902125371040

 KOHJYO
MAINICHI-KOH 
Patchouli
 Patchouli has a balancing 
effect on the mind and feelings. 
The fragrance attracts people 
from all over the world with 
it’s mysterious and oriental 
scent. This product uses plenty 
of natural patchouli to create 
fragrance.

# 98538 EAN:  4902125985384

 UNOCHIYO
USUZUMI-NO-
SAKURA
Short sticks
 Pale gray cherry blossom 
incense in a package of shorter 
sticks.

● Short sticks – around 7 cm

# 37110 EAN:  4902125371101

 Kohjyo Mainichi-koh
Since ancient times, Japan has been using plant materials (herbal medicines, 
Japanese wood, etc.) considered to be effi  cacious and medicinal for various uses. 
Kohjyo Mainichi-koh is manufactured from plentiful raw materials from hinoki, 
sandalwood and patchouli. Th e sticks are a little thicker than normal from 
Nippon Kodo  bringing a richer incense experience when enjoying the sticks.

 Unochiyo Usuzumi-No-Sakura

For more than 
four centuries, 
Nippon Kodo 
has continued 

to create the best 
incense products.

● 30 sticks with an incense holder ● W27 x H160 x D27 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 40 min.
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 Scentscape

 Experience the 
beauty of the season 
through fragrance. 

Each passing season 
brings reminiscent 
fragrances. Th e top 

cover can be used as a 
lovely incense stand by 
turning it upside down 

(Decorative purpose 
only – do not burn 

incense in this stand). 
Beautiful package, 
perfect for a small 

gift . For meditation, 
relaxation, stress 

reduction, massaging, 
reading, yoga, and 

bathing. 

 Spring Leaves 
 Refreshing floral qouquet 
fragrance as green leaves and 
flowers smile gently, marking 
the arrival of Spring. White 
plum, cherry blossoms, lily of 
the valley.

# 38159 EAN:  4902125381599

 Coff ee & Chocolate
 Cafe Mocha and cacao 
fragrance with deep richness. 

# 38154 EAN:  4902125381544

 SUZSUZ
Cool Sandalwood
 Soothing fragrance of full-
bodied sandalwood with a hint 
of cedarwood.

# 38147 EAN:  4902125381476

 Sakura Moyoh
 Lovely and fresh floral bouquet 
fragrance of fully bloomed 
cherry blossoms with a hint 
of rose that brighten in warm 
sunlight.

# 38160 EAN:  4902125381605

 Tea & Hot Milk
 Hot milk black tea fragrance 
with elegance. 

# 38155 EAN:  4902125381551

 BIBI 
Lotus Flower
 Floral fragrance of fresh, elegant 
lotus. 

# 38149 EAN:  4902125381490

 Ume Blossom
 A sweet and sour, powdery floral 
fragrance of plum flosers – the 
elegant flower giving signs of 
Spring’s arrival. 

# 38161 EAN:  4902125381612

 Yuzu & Ginger
 Citrus yuzu and ginger 
fragrances with refreshing 
spiciness.

# 38156 EAN:  4902125381568

 KAJU-KAJU 
Grapefruit
 The delicious, juicy fragrance of 
freshly squeezed grapefruit with 
a touch of mint.

# 38163 EAN:  4902125381636

●  Cylindrical box includes 40 sticks and mini white ceramic holder
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.  ● W30 x H156 x D30 mm40 Sticks
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Take a journey to the most relaxing places on earth. Nature’s enchanting 
scents preserved as incense. Perfect for those times when you want to brighten 
your mood and reminisce.

Memories can instantly 
be triggered by the 
fragrances that are 

carried along by the 
breeze. Fragrances that 

remind us of various 
images, sounds, and 

feelings.  These are the 
fragrances that were 

experienced throughout 
our journey. White Blossom 

Key notes: Ginger flower, Lily, 
Muguet. Peeking from amidst 
the green: a pretty White 
Blossom.

#33142 EAN: 4902125331426

Arabian Night
Key notes: Ambergris, Carnation, 
Rose. Under a bright moon, a 
sultry fantasy: Arabian Night.

#33145 EAN: 4902125331457

Coconut Sky
Key notes: Coconut, Vanilla, 
White musk. Circles of brown 
framed in clear blue: Coconut 
Sky.

#33155 EAN: 4902125331556

Silk Road Dream
Key notes: Jinkoh, Olibanum, 
Fennel. Where hope and despair 
mingle: Silk Road Dream.

#33161 EAN: 4902125331617

Spring Leaves
Key notes: Olive leaf, Fig, Ivy. 
A sweetish-sour zephyr over 
soft green: Spring Leaves.

#33149 EAN: 4902125331495

Caribbean Blue
Key notes: Bougainvillea, 
Cattleya, Papaya. A cobalt-blue 
garden of Eden: Caribbean Blue.

#33157 EAN: 4902125331570

Rose Avenue
Key notes: Rose damascena, 
Rose centifolia, Honey. 
Flamboyant roses, beautiful and 
sweet: Rose Avenue.

#33144 EAN: 4902125331440

Rain Forest
Key notes: Green banana, 
Bergamot, Vétiver. A forest 
stands shrouded in the mist: 
Rain Forest.

#33152 EAN: 4902125331525

Sahara Moon
Key notes: Vétiver, White 
pepper, Musk. A clear night sky 
over the desert still: Sahara 
Moon.

#33159 EAN: 4902125331594

Tequila Sunrise
Key notes: Aloe, Bergamot, 
Lime. The surf’s sounds wash 
over the Tequila Sunrise.

#33146 EAN: 4902125331464

Siesta Siesta
Key notes: Blood orange, 
Tomato, Sangria. Under a hot 
sun, pleasant shade beckons: 
Siesta Siesta.

#33156 EAN: 4902125331563

20 Sticks ● 20 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W25 x H108 x D25 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 25 min.
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 Th e master perfumers of Nippon Kodo chose the most favorable essential oils 
for the fi ve feelings of Naturense. You can see the real color of the materials 
because there are  no  extra dyes.

Naturense

For people 
who enjoy  a natural 

life style.

Naturense is for people 
who know exactly what 
they like and belive in 
a natural lifestyle. Th is 
line caters to those who 

not only enjoy nice 
fragrances but also 
pay attention to the 

ingredients.

Comfortable Time
Key notes: lavender & rosemary. 
The fragrance of the natural oils 
of Lavender and Rosemary will 
give you a sense of comfort.

#98811 EAN: 011391988112

Oriental Mind
Key notes: sandalwood & 
patchouli. Sandalwood and 
Patchouli, the best choice for 
meditation.

#98814 EAN: 011391988143

Refreshed Time
Key notes: geranium & ylang 
ylang. The fragrance of the 
natural oils of Geranium and 
Ylang Ylang is for those who 
need to feel refreshed.

#98813 EAN: 011391988136

Calm Night
Key notes: vetiver & chamomile. 
The delicate scent of the natural 
oils of Vetiver and Chamomile 
will bring you a peaceful 
moment in time.

#98812 EAN: 011391988129

Inspired Mind
Key notes: lemongrass & 
orange. When you feel down, 
the Lemongrass and Orange 
fragrance will lift up your spirits.

#98815 EAN: 011391988150

●  40 sticks w/a mini ceramic holder ● W30 x H175 x D25 mm
● Burning time: ≈ 30 min.40 Sticks
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 In Japan, neri-koh balls are used during tea ceremonies from 
November until   Spring. Th e specifi c recipes and making processes 
of this thousand-year art are still today kept in the utmost secrecy.

Neri-koh

1.000 years ago, the 
Japanese people used 

to prepare healing pills 
made of wood, herbs 
and spices kneaded 

with honey and fruits. 
Th is very special art 

that was mentioned in 
the “Story of Genji”, 
has passed through 

centuries and is now 
best known as neri-koh.

All the ingredients 
which are carefully 
selected are grinded 

manually to preserve 
their perfume; then 

they are kneaded 
with honey and plum 
pulp to get the right 

humidity rate; the mix 
is sealed in a jar which 
is buried in a wet place 
where it ages naturally; 
it works like a charm 
and aft er a minimum 
of three years, the mix 

is used to make the 
small neri-koh balls.

Neri-koh – Traditional Japanese incense balls
Th e scent of neri-koh depends on many diff erent circumstances: the season, 
whether the aromatic wood was kept in a sunny place or not, the humidity rate 
in the air when the mix was prepared … Th e number of parameters is such that 
each single ball gives off  a unique fragrance.

How to use it: you can proceed the same way as incense ceremony by heating the 
ball on a mika crystal placed over a Japanese charcoal. You can also simply place 
it close to a burning coal and let the healing scent fi ll the air around you.  Do not 
light the neri-koh ball directly.

   KIKKA 
NERI-KOH
 Fragrance: Agarwood, 
sandalwood and spicy cloves.

●  Content: 50 balls

# 403 EAN:  4902125403000

 KUROBO 
NERI-KOH
Fragrance: Agarwood and 
sandalwood. Sweet winter scent 
of agarwood and sandalwood. 
Includes tweezers and ash.

● Weight: 40 g

# 414 EAN:  4902125414006

 ROUBAI 
NERI-KOH
 Fragrance: Astringent fragrance 
with less sweetness.

●  Weight: 40 g

# 412 EAN:  4902125412002

 NEW KUROBO 
NERI-KOH
 Fragrance: Agarwood, 
sandalwood and spicy cloves.

●  Content: 50  cones

# 415 EAN:  4902125415003

 HATSUNE 
NERI-KOH
Fragrance: Agarwood, 
sandalwood and cherry blossom

● Weight: 30 g

# 413 EAN:  4902125413009

  FUJIBAKAMA 
NERI-KOH
Fragrance: Agarwood, 
sandalwood and autumnal 
herbs.

●  Weight: 30 g

# 418 EAN:  4902125418004
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When a group of people partake of koh together it is called Koseki, 
an incense ceremony. Th e tools used for listening to the koh are 
called Koh-dogu.

Incense 
Ceremony Tools

A variety of tools 
to use in  incense 

 ceremonies.

Breathing in and 
appreciating the 

diff erent varieties 
of incense is called 

listening to  koh. 
 When you listen to 
 koh you lean over 
as though actually 

listening  carefully to 
something,  but that is 
not the reason for the 

expression . Rather,  the 
participant breathes 
in the  fragrance and 

concentrates his mind, 
expanding  his spiritual 

awareness – just as 
when listening to 

beautiful music our 
mind naturally opens, 
we listen to the incense 
with the ears of spirit.

Arita blue white porcelain 
monkouro incense burner
● W95 × H115 × D95 mm

#28401 EAN: 4902125284012

Set of 3 utensils of 
Koh-do
● W66 × H18 × D181 mm

#79971 EAN: 4902125799714

 Natural Ash
● W72 ×  H160 × D30 mm

# 922 EAN:  4902125922006

TADON Charcoal  
12 pcs.
● Burning time: ≈ 90 min.
● W68 × H90 × D26 mm

#927 EAN: 4902125927001

 Ginyo – mica plate
● W20 × H1 × D20 mm

#79921 EAN: 4902125799219

 Aloeswood chips 
for ceremony
● Weight: ≈ 10 g
●  W100 x H135 x D20 mm

# 426 

Set of 7 utensils of 
Koh-do
● W90 × H10 × D188 mm

#79972 EAN: 4902125799721

BLACK TRAY
● W 120 x H 25 x D 190 mm

# 979-902 

Arita  violet porcelain 
monkouro incense burner
● W95 × H115 × D95 mm

#28412 EAN: 4902125284128
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A room’s scent gives a space a feeling of relaxation. Isn’t the quality of 
the incense holder just as important as the scent?
Look for your favorite incense holder, and create a wonderful and relaxing 
atmosphere with the same care that you appoint your interior.

Incense 
Holders

RABBIT
Ceramic Incense burner
● W85 x H140 x D78 mm

#75528 EAN: 4902125755284

GOLD & FOREST
Ceramic Incense burner
● W115 x H120 x D115 mm

#79348 EAN: 4902125793484

 HIRAMARU RENZAN
Ceramic Incense burner
●  W100 x H88 x D100 mm

# 77913 EAN:  4902125779136

 YUSAI KINPAKU
Ceramic Incense burner
●  W75 x H90 x D75 mm

# 78032 EAN:  4902125780323

WHITE & 
ARABESQUE
Ceramic Incense burner
● W100 x H108 x D102 mm

#79503 EAN: 4902125795037

 KONYUBOTAN
Ceramic burner
 W95 x H90 x D95 mm

# 79304 EAN:  4902125793040

CAT
Ceramic Incense burner 
● W85 x H140 x D78 mm

#75529 EAN: 4902125755291

 GINSAI YELLOW
Ceramic Incense burner
●  W75 x H100 x D75 mm

# 79352 EAN:  4902125793521

 KONSAI RENZAN
Ceramic Incense burner
●  W80 x H82 x D80 mm

# 79317 EAN:  4902125793170

GOLD & FLOWER
Ceramic Incense burner
● W132 x H123 x D135 mm

#78028 EAN: 4902125780286

BLUE & 
ARABESQUE
Ceramic Incense burner
● W114 x H144 x D114 mm

#79524 EAN: 4902125795242

JAPANESE INCENSE BURNER
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OWL 
Iron Incense burner with Tray 
● W272 x H104 x D180 mm

#79706 EAN: 4902125797062

EVENING MOON 
Alloy Incense burner with Tray 
● W103 x H97 x D137 mm

#79707 EAN: 4902125797079

GREEN WITH 
GOLD 
Metal Incense burner 
● W125 x H150 x D125 mm

#79711 EAN: 4902125797116

ROUND TALL CUP 
Cast Iron 
● W115 x H65 x D115 mm

#79814 EAN: 4902125798144

PINE TREE & 
BAMBOO & PLUM 
Zinc Alloy Incense burner 
● W115 x H130 x D115 mm

#79714 EAN: 4902125797147

ANGLED TRAY 
Cast Iron 
● W55 x H33 x D268 mm

#79808 EAN: 4902125798083

ROCKING TRAY 
Cast Iron 
● W105 x H65 x D108 mm

#79815 EAN: 4902125798151

LUCKY BIRD 
Ceramic Incense burner 
● W130 x H115 x D130 mm

#79715 EAN: 4902125797154

SQUARE MINI 
Cast Iron 
● W105 x H25 x D105 mm

#79811 EAN: 4902125798113

TRICORNER 
Cast Iron 
● W130 x H30 x D130 mm

#79816 EAN: 4902125798168

CRANE 
Iron Incense burner  
with Tray 
● W130 x H120 x D125 mm

#79718 EAN: 4902125797185

BAMBOO LEAF 
BOAT 
Cast Iron (large) 
● W270 x H80 x D140 mm

#79813 EAN: 4902125798137

BAMBOO LEAF 
BOAT  Cast Iron (small)
● W120 x H45 x D70 mm

#79817 EAN: 4902125798175

CAST IRON
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These inexpensive incense holders are both practical and easy to use.  
They make it easy for everyone to begin the journey of enjoyment of incense.

YUKARI  
Incense  
Holders

Green Plate
#75013 EAN: 4902125750135

Green Bowl
#75016 EAN: 4902125750166

Butterfly
#75655 EAN: 4902125756557

Black
#75658 EAN: 4902125756588

White Plate
#75014 EAN: 4902125750142

White Bowl
#75017 EAN: 4902125750173

Chrysanthemum
#75656 EAN: 4902125756564

Pink
#75659 EAN: 4902125756595

Brown Plate
#75015 EAN: 4902125750159

Brown Bowl
#75018 EAN: 4902125750180

Tea Seeds
#75657 EAN: 4902125756571

Violet
#75660 EAN: 4902125756601

YUKARI Ceramic Plate/Bowl

YUKARI Ceramic Plate/Petal

● w/a mini ceramic holder
● W107 × H16 × D72 mm

● w/a mini ceramic holder
● W105 × H58 × D108 mm

● w/a mini ceramic holder
● W92 x H22 x D92 mm

● w/a mini ceramic holder
● W72 x H14 x D124 mm

YUKARI MOTIF 
Plate

YUKARI LOTUS 
Petal
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HOW TO USE INCENSE

● First, light the tip of the incense and blow out the flame.
●  Put the burning incense in an incense stand and place on top of a ceramic or non flammable plate to catch the 

ashes. Another method of burning incense would be to place the stick in a container of ash, which helps hold 
the stick up straight.

● Place the incense in the center or corner of a room and avoid having it directly next to you.
●  The best way to experience incense is to enjoy the wafting fragrant smoke from afar. As you see the 

smoke rise you  will begin to enjoy the pleasant fragrance that spreads throughout your space. You will also 
enjoy the lingering fragrance of the incense long after it has stopped burning.

VARIETIES of INCENSE

Along with the long history of Japan, the culture of incense has developed in many ways. There are some types 
of incense that have developed from the influence of festivals and religious ceremonies.There are others that 
have come to be by using ingredients brought in from foreign countries and influenced by Japanese style in the 
course of being passed down from generation to generation. This fragrance culture has brought something 
special to our daily lives.

INCENSE THAT YOU BURN

STICK INCENSE
This is the most popular type of incense which can be burned to enjoy the floral, fruity, 
herbal, and many other varieties of fragrances in your own room.

CONE INCENSE
Not only does this form of incense burn quickly and strongly, it is also easier to use 
because it does not scatter ash everywhere. Light the tip of the cone and blow out the 
flame. Place the cone in a burner or on top of ash.

COIL INCENSE
This type of incense is better suited for large spaces or areas that have a large flow of 
air because it burns for many hours.

INCENSE THAT REQUIRES INDIRECT HEAT

 
PASTE INCENSE
Fragrant woods and natural aromas are turned into a powder and formed into a round pellet by using the 
traditional method. This is the original form of incense and has even been mentioned in the Japanese novel, 
Genji Monogatari.

FRAGRANT  WOOD
Aloeswood and Sandalwood are representative of this type of wood. Within the various types of Aloeswood, 
Kyara has been considered to be the finest and most valuable. Purchasing thinly cut chips is much easier to 
handle.
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Raw Materials of Incense
Incense is considered to be sacred and used in temples and churches at times 
and at other times it can be used as a tool to bring more peace and beauty  
into one‘s life. Incense can be looked at as a way of communicating with 
others. Today we live in the “Age of Fragrance”. We surround ourselves with 
scents. In fact, the use of fragrance is considered a form of self expression. 
With this in mind, we continuously search the world for the highest quality 
raw materials in order to manufacture and supply fine incense which will 
bring you pleasure and enrich your day.

Base of incense

MACHILUS THUNBERGII (Tabu-no-ki)
● COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Taiwan, Southern China, Japan, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL: The bark of this tree is ground into powder and used as the 

base ingredient of incense.

Wooden fragrance

AGARWOOD (Aloeswood)
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Sweet, spicy, bitter, and sour; various scents depend on the tree’s 

character.
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Myanmar, Laos, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The young Agarwood tree does not have any fragrance. As the tree ages, interaction with bacteria 
begins to produce an aromatic resin. With time, it ages to a very rich, dark resin with a distinctive 
and lovely fragrance. Agarwood is a tree that does not float in water due to its density from the 
high percentage of resin. Because of this, in Japan, this scented wood is called “Jinkoh”, which 
means A fragrant and heavy wood which sinks”.

SANDALWOOD
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Products made in India have a soft and sweet, woody type of aroma and 

the scent lingers for a great length of time. The fragrance characteristics depend on the region.
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: India, Indonesia, Australia, Tonga, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The bark of the Sandalwood tree has an ashy white color and the surface has a smooth texture. 
The leaves and bark of the tree have almost no smell, yet the center of the trunk is very aromatic. 
Sandalwood has been valued for centuries for its fragrance, for woodworking, and for medicinal 
purposes. In Japan, this scented wood is called “Byakudan”, which means “A white scented 
wood”.
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Herbal fragrance

BENZOIN
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: A sweet fragrance similar to vanilla.
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

A resin is released by carving into the branch of a Styracaceae tree.  
This resin is dried and used for toothpaste, cosmetics, cough suppressant, and also a way to 
uphold  the fragrance of the incense. There are 2 types which are Siam Benzoin and Sumatra 
Benzoin.

BORNEOL
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Camphoric
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Malaysia, Indonesia, Borneo, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The crystal like grains inside the center of the branch of an evergreen tree in the Dipterocarpaceae 
family. Borneol can be used to create the fresh scent of  ink. Borneol has been used as an 
insecticide and preservative which explains why it has  been found in the bones of skeletons dug 
up from ancient tombs in Japan. Borneol can also be used as an inexpensive substitute for 
mothballs.

CINNAMON
●  FRAGRANCE TONE:  Spicy Scent
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Sri Lanka, Vietnam, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Cinnamon is the bark of the camphor tree that has been dried. Many years ago it was used as a 
preservative in the process of mummification. In present time, it is used for such things as snacks, 
curry sauce, aromatics in food, as well as soap and body care products. It can also be used as an 
herbal remedy for upset stomach, fever and pain.

CLOVE
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Representative of spicy fragrances
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Madagascar, Indonesia, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

In the past, this was a rare commodity. This is used for fragrance as well as for cooking purposes. 
This was brought into Japan many years ago and was considered important enough to be stored 
in the Shoso-in which holds all of  the emperor’s ancient treasures.

STAR ANISE
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: The sweet fragrance of Anise
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China, Indonesia, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The ripened fruit of an evergreen tree of the Illiciaceae family is dried and used for liqueurs, 
snacks and toothpaste. Famous for its use in Chinese cooking and as an herbal remedy for 
stomach problems.
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Raw Materials of Incense

Animalic fragrance

BABYLONIA
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Vietnam, Madagascar, Zanzibar island of Tanzania, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The shell part of a sea snail that is ground up into powder form. This has been used for many 
years as a way to uphold fragrances.

MUSK
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: China, India, Nepal, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Musk has a foul scent on its own, but turns into a pleasant, sensual scent when diluted with water 
by a 1 to 1000 ratio. Well known for use in perfume and cosmetics but also used to increase 
men’s libidos.  In 1973, the Washington agreement restricted the export/import of musk. In 
present day natural musk is rarely used for fragrances but rather a composition of fragrances that 
reminds us of the natural musk.

Other

CEDAR
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Woody scent
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: U.S.A., Morocco, China, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Character of raw material : A tree of the pine family similar to the Himalayan Conifer. Planted in 
various parks and temples in India due to its holy characteristics. An important ingredient for 
many woody fragrances.

GERANIUM
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: A strong yet subtle fragrance similar to rose
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Reunion Island of France, China, Morocco, Tanzania, Kenya, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

A rather short perennial plant that grows to a height of about 3 ft. Geranium oil is extracted from 
the branches and leaves of the plant before its flowers bloom. It is considered to be a very 
important ingredient amongst the many types of fragrance products.

JASMINE
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: One of the 3 major floral scents. An elegant and mellow fragrance that is 

representative of white floral scents.
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Egypt, Morocco, India, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Jasmine, similar to Rose is a frequently used floral fragrance. The flower blooms at midnight  and 
should be picked when its fragrance is at its best during the hours of 5 am and 9 am. This flower 
was famous for being produced in the Principality of Monaco, but due to the volume of harvest 
and the cost of labor, production has been moved to Egypt, Morocco, and India.

LAVENDER
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Herbal Scent
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: France, Bulgaria, England, Japan, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Lavender grows in areas that have an altitude between 2300 ft. and 5000 ft. There are similar 
plants called Spike Lavender and Lavandin. Lavender is famous for having many therapeutic 
benefits, and it can be both calming and uplifting. 
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OLIBANUM / FRANKINCENSE 
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: A balsam fragrance that is sweet and refreshing
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Sudan, Somalia, Ethiopia
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The milky white sap that comes out of the bark of a tree that hardens into a yellowish pebble when it is 
exposed to air. It is widely used in European Christian churches.

PATCHOULI
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: A powerful woody scent representative of oriental fragrances
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Indonesia, India, China, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The perennial plant of the shiso family. The patchouli leaf has no fragrance when it is still green and 
young yet produces a strong fragrance when the leaf starts to grow away from the stem. It has been 
used as an ingredient for incense for many years in Japan. Also used as a base fragrance in perfume 
like vetiver and sandalwood are often used.

ROSE
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: One of 3 gorgeous representative scents of the floral family. Although there are 

thousands of varieties of roses, these two are the most commonly used for fragrances.

ROSE DAMASCENA
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Bulgaria
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Deep in the blue-mist Balkan Mountains is the ideal, natural habitat for growing the ancient Bulgarian 
Rose of the Valley. The temperate climactic conditions promulgate the essence of the regal Bulgarian 
Rose of the Valley making the scent robust and lasting without being overpowering.

ROSE CENTIFOLIA
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Southern France, Morocco, Egypt, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

The Provincial Rose essence on the other hand is more subtle, softer and a little spicy. This Provincial 
Rose scent is certainly the most popular of floral scents.

VANILLA
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: Balsam scent
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Madagascar, Reunion Island of France, Seychelles, Comoros, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

During the harvest season, vanilla does not have any fragrance. When heat is applied to the pod, it 
dries and creates the pleasant scent of vanilla. The completed product is ranked and mainly used for 
culinary use.

VETIVER
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: A woody & earthy scent that you would associate with the roots of a plant or soil.
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: Reunion Island of France, Indonesia, Haiti, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Vetiver is a perennial plant found in tropical or subtropical zones. The oil is taken from the root of the 
plant. Vetiver oil has preservative characteristics as well as a powerful woody aroma which can be 
used for a base scent for a large range of fragrances.

YLANG YLANG
●  FRAGRANCE TONE: A floral scent similar to jasmine
●  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN: The Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, New Guinea, etc.
●  CHARACTER OF RAW MATERIAL:  

Ylang Ylang grows along the coast line in tropical areas. It is often used in floral scents and is also 
known for use in essential oils.
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